These pieces are made in-house at Under The Horizon by Cathleen Lerew. Sales from these pieces go

directly to benefit our ministry efforts including Potter and the Clay Ministry, The Children's Bereavement
Art Group, Blessing Boxes, and The Gathering Pot.
To learn more about any of these specific efforts, please visit our main webpage at www.underthehorizon.net
Prayer Bowl. Original piece/design from Cathleen Lerew

Prayer Bowl (card)
1 Thessalonians 5: 17-19 tell us to Pray without ceasing. In everything give thanks: for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you.
This unique bowl was designed and created by lead potter Cathleen Lerew after the passing of her Father. While throwing
on the potter’s wheel and in the midst of deep prayer and concentration, Cathleen felt drawn to create a unique prayer bowl.
Allowing the Heavenly Father to take a hold of our prayers. Giving Him the control and allowing us the ability to give up or
release concerns.
This unique bowl is designed by crushing the outer edge. The potter’s fingerprints are visible with the thumbprint on top
and the 4 fingers on the side.
Allow God to take a hold of your prayers just like the potter took a hold of the bowl.
How To Use This Prayer Bowl
- Place the bowl in a special location.
- Write your prayer on a small piece of paper
- Collect the prayer intentions in your prayer bowl.
- When you have special time with the Lord, use the written intentions as a prayer guide.
Prayer Bowl. Range of sizes and designs. Start at $25.
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Safe In The Potter’s Hands. Original piece from Cathleen Lerew

Safe in the Potter's Hands. $60.
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Prayer Thumbprint. Original piece/design from Cathleen Lerew

Prayer Thumbprint (card)
Made from love and clay, I am your little prayer thumbprint. Please keep me close to you. I like to stay in pant pockets and
I fit in perfectly with extra change. When life gives you blues or troubles, this is what you do. Wrap your fingers around me.
Your thumb will fit perfectly inside my curved shape. Rub gently, focus on prayer, and give your worries away.
Today will be a wonderful day.
Prayer Thumbprints - the perfect gift to let someone know you care. Prices range from $4 to $5
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Sonny Wilson Quote Crock. Original piece/design from Cathleen Lerew

What is a Sonny Wilson Quote Crock? Named after our owner’s father and never-ending supporter, each crock is loving
created on a potter's wheel. It averages about 5" x 5" and usually has a phrase or wording stamped or decaled on to the body
of the piece.
The purpose of the crock is varied. Some give them as gifts to those who have lost a loved one. Some keep them as a
memorial piece. Others use them as a place to keep small precious tokens or to place prayer cards.
Depending on the finish, priced range from $25 to $30.
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Shepherd’s Cup. Original piece/design from Cathleen Lerew

The Journey to Create a Shepherds Cup with Under The Horizon

The below details below a small portion of a letter was written by a customer and friend of Under The Horizon. It
beautifully details a journey of exploration.
Now my engineering mind took over to engineer what the "sheep cup" may have looked like and have one made! Here
in Gettysburg we have Under The Horizon pottery shop, a Christian based business and ministry, owned by Cathleen
Lerew. I had never been in her pottery shop before nor had I ever met Cathleen but I emailed her with all the background
information and asked her if she could make me one. The answer was an excited yes! We collaborated on the design and
she thought it best to make a prototype and then a final cup. She studied the photo of the Biblical drinking cup (photo
attached) and did her best to recreate the cup with two handles, the thumb tangs (my technical term), the curved bottom
and the other nuances that the Biblical drinking cup displayed. Attached are photos of the prototype and the final cup,
which is about 2" deep and about 7" across. The final cup was made with red clay that fired to a deep brown and Cathleen then impressed into the clay a portion of verse 5. Cathleen told me that this is one of the most meaningful pieces of
pottery that she has ever made!
Why share all this with you? There is nothing trivial in God's Word or in God's world. Sometimes we have to dig to
really understand the importance and significance of what God is sharing with us, and that is part of the wonderful journey that we have with Him. Debbie and I now have a tangible reminder of God's love for us, knowing that God is ready,
able and willing to love us even in the most simple way. It is a reminder that God does not give us leftovers from some
other sheep, but He re-dips that cup to give us fresh clean water. It is also a reminder that God is not stingy with His love
and blessings, as the Chief Shepherd He overflows the cup that He gives us, just like He overflows into our lives. I am
sure that there is much more significance to this, so I will let the Holy Spirit speak to your heart as to what this may
mean for each of you.
Thank you all for your contribution to my life and for allowing me to share this simple and wonderful journey that I
have had with my Savior and Lord, Jesus Christ. On to another journey with God!
The Shepherds Cup. Psalm 23:5. $45.
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